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Q. And at the time that Premier League signed up for the

Content Verification Programme it was not licence in

content to Youlube correct

A. We have never licensed content to Youlube.

Q. You testified yesterday that when Premier League got

access to the automated takedown tool and this is quote

from your testimony It meant that we did not have to send

an e-mail with infringing URLs and be at the behest of

Youlube in respect of the time it took them to take it

10 down and we would therefore be able to instantly remove 0915

11 the content. Is that an accurate description of how the

12 Content Verification Programme worked

13 MR. SHAFTEL Objection to form. Misstates the full testimony

14 from yesterday on those issues.

15 A. didnt deal with the takedown programme on

16 daytoday basis stated in my testimony allowed

17 NetResult to carry this out for us. But that was my

18 understanding.

19 Q. So the CVP gave Premier League the ability to

20 instantly take down content without having to send an 0915

21 email to Youlube each time it wanted to take down video

22 MR. SHAFTEL Objection.

23 A. That is my recollection as far as can remember but

24 we still had problems dealing with this tool.

25 Q. Did the tool make it easier for Premier League to
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

remove videos from Youlube

MR. SHAFTEL Easier than what

Q. Easier than the situation had been before

MR. SHAFTEL Objection.

it was another form of takedown that made NetResults job

slightly more manageable in the grand scheme of things.

Q. The Premier League in fact used the Content 0916

Verification Programme tool to remove videos from YouTube

correct

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know approximately how many videos Premier

League caused to be removed from YouTube using CVP

A. know more or less cumulative figure to date of

how many videos have been removed which is approaching

30000 from my recollection.

Q. 30000 total

A. Yes. 0917

21 Q. That is not necessarily limited to the ones that were

22 removed using CVP specifically

23 A. have no reason to break it down.

24 Q. am going to show you another document.

25 Exhibit 20 marked for identification

A. would wouldnt say it was easier it was still as

cost intensive and time intensive and we still had issues

in respect of repost and private videos being shared but
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This is document produced by Premier League with the Bates

number PL00000574. Do you recognise this

A. Ido.

Q. What is this

A. This is an email confirmation from YouTube confirming

videos that we submitted had been deleted videos of

infringing Premier League content had been taken down.

Q. This is taken down through the Content Verification

Programme

10 A. That is what believe yes. 0918

11 Q. Did Premier League receive other cmails like this one

12 confirming that videos had been removed using CVP

13 A. We would have received limited amount but believe

14 at some point the details were changed so that NetResult

15 could manage this and wouldnt need to get involved on

16 daily basis.

17 Q. Are you aware of any videos that Premier League or

18 NetResult requested be removed from YouTube using the CVP

19 tool that were not in fact removed

20 MR. SHAFTEL Objection to form. You mean the specific URLs or 0919

21 the

22 Q. Yes mean specific videos that either Premier League

23 or NetResult requested be removed using CVP that were not

24 removed

25 A. Well would count reposts of the same video as not
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Q. But its the case in that circumstance that the

original video was taken down right

A. But the same video has then reappeared.

Q. Right. But the original video was taken down

correct

A. Well the original video may have been taken down but

10 the original video was still reappearing so dont 0920

11 classify that as permanent takedown.

12 Q. Do you know whether in that instance the original

13 video was posted again by the same person who had posted it

14 the first time

15 A. My belief is yes.

16 Q. And what is the basis for that belief

17 A. It has been pointed out to me by NetResult that this

18 has happened.

19 Q. Has it been pointed out to you in any written

20 correspondence or orally 0920

21 A. Certainly orally. In respect of written

22 correspondence believe reposts have certainly been an

23 issue that have been raised and as result have raised

24 with my counsel because believe there would be some form

25 of written communication about reposts.

being removed and am aware of

been requested to be taken down

down and have then reappeared

instances where videos have

or submitted to be taken

the same video.
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award and patchea are going to aecond rounds.

Q. What about UK rights

A. As far as am aware the only longform agreements

that have been concluded to date are for the

aforementioned.

Q. Sky

A. And ESPN.

Q. What about EEC

A. And EEC.

10 Q. That is for the 1358

11 A. Freetoair highlights.

12 Q. There has been longform agreement

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Do you know whether the EEC has paid more or less for

15 the package from 10 to 13 than it paid for that package

16 in 2007 to 2010

17 A. think it remained the same.

18 Q. So what exactly are the financial damages that the

19 Premier League believes that it has suffered as result of

20 the infringements that its alleged in this case 1359

21 MR. SHAFTEL Objection to form.

22 A. There are category of damages that we believe we

23 have suffered. We believe that we have not extracted the

24 maximum value from licensees because of the ongoing piracy

25 problems and issues with louTube the fact that licensees
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purchase rights hut then find that their rights are being

diluted and they actually dont have exclusivity as we

have tried to grant the loss of royalties that would be

payable by someone like Youlube who is using -- infringing

our content take your rights there is the loss of

goodwill both not just to the League in respect of the

damage that we are suffering but also to our partners who

are buying exclusive rights there are also the costs that

we have incurred in the ongoing monitoring using

10 NetResult our fees with them have increased 1400

11 exponentially we have incurred lot of cost in the

12 fingerprinting and sending reference files to Youlube and

13 sending the 4.11b notices Youlube has taken up lot of

14 time internally and taken people away from doing their day

15 jobs and of course we have had the costs of the

16 additional monitoring that we have had to incur outside the

17 scope of just the NetResult contract.

18 Q. What are you referring to in the last thing you just

19 said

20 A. The fact is that not only have we increased our 1401

21 contract with NetResult over time but in addition to the

22 contract we have with them for this season we are having

23 to pay the extra work as said yesterday for monitoring

24 over and above the contract and in respect of the archive

25 and legacy that is on YouTube. That is taking up lot of
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